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Financial Sector Reform in the Time of Pandemic1 

 

The world since 2020 till date is struggling with cyclic waves of 

infections and communicable mutations of COVID-19 virus causing job-loss, 

output loss, supply chain disruption, and inflation globally. India being no 

exception to this phenomenon has also witnessed three waves of COVID-19 

pandemic and its consequent impact. Government of India, amidst this 

unprecedented pandemic period and same set of challenges immediately 

responded with a bouquet of safety-nets to cushion its impact on vulnerable 

sections of the society as well as business sector. Against this backdrop, the 

study was undertaken on the analysis of financial sector reforms introduced by 

the government of India during pandemic period caused by COVID-19 assisting 

in economic recovery gaining traction. The financial sector reforms can be 

summarized as a culmination of fiscal reforms and monetary policy reforms, 

and both of them have been discussed in this study. 

INTRODUCTION 

The period since 2020 till date has been challenging for the entire world owing 

to the COVID-19 induced pandemic. The world is struggling with cyclic waves 

of infections and communicable mutations, job-loss, output loss, supply chain 

disruption, and inflation. India being no exception to this phenomenon, three 

waves of COVID-19 in India severely impacted its small businesses, tourism 

industry, restaurants, retail, and even educational institutions. Government of 

India, amidst this unprecedented pandemic period and same set of challenges 

immediately responded with a bouquet of safety-nets to cushion its impact on 

vulnerable sections of the society as well as business sector. A slew of 

conventional and unconventional policy measures was continuously announced 
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by the government to ease the adverse impact of lockdown and alleviate 

consequent financial distress. These measures included accommodative 

monetary and credit policy, concessions in tax fillings, easing of digital filling 

of taxes-direct and indirect both, extension of last date, liquidity management 

operation through RBI, numerous schemes like production-linked incentive 

(PLI) scheme, Credit Guarantee Trust for Micro and Small Enterprises 

(CGTMSE) scheme, SVAMITVAscheme, Emergency Credit Line Guarantee 

Scheme (ECLGS), extension of Atmanirbhar Bharat Rozgar Yojna, etc. These 

policy measures immensely contributed to easing the distressed financial 

conditions and thereby stabilizing the financial system to a significant extent. 

While certain sectors have shown recovery and growth, other sectors like *large 

and medium-scale industry, contact-intensive sectors, and mining are still 

subdued.Against this backdrop, the study offers an analysis of the financial 

sector reforms introduced by the government of India during pandemic period 

caused by COVID-19 assisting in economic recovery gaining traction. The 

financial sector reforms can be summarized as a culmination of fiscal reforms 

and monetary policy reforms, this study presents the analysis on both kind of 

reforms one by one as follows.  

FINANCIAL SECTOR REFORMS 

1. AatmaNirbhar Bharat Scheme (ANBS)- also known as Self-Reliant 

India Mission is India’s COVID–19 pandemic related economic package 

of Rs 20 trillion (20 lakh crore) announced in May 2020. The objective 

was to assist the economy to tide over the crisis pandemic by focussing 

on land, labour, liquidity, and laws. ANBS was released in four tranches 

where the first tranche comprised of 16 announcements addressing the 

sectors of MSME, real estate, power sectors, NBFC, etc. Some of its 

measures included an emergency credit line of Rs. 3 lakh crore ensuring 

access to working capital to more than 45 lakh units to resume their 
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business activities in MSME sector, special liquidity scheme of Rs. 

30,000 crore to be invested into investment-grade debt papers of NBFCs, 

provision of Rs. 20,000 crores as subordinate debt for MSMEs which 

were declared as stressed or deemed NPAs, partial credit guarantee 

scheme for NBFCs, MFIs and HFCs with low credit rating which granted 

government guarantee of 20% of first loss to lenders.  ii. The second 

tranche provided free food grains of Rs. 3500 crores to the migrant 

workers without ration cards. This was an extension of Pradhan Mantri 

Garib Kalyan Yojna (PMGKY). Other measures included were 

NABARD providing additional refinance assistance to rural banks for 

crop loans worth Rs. 30,000 crores, Rs.5000 crore scheme for street 

vendors to provide them access to easy credit and offering initial working 

capital loan of ₹10,000.iii. The third tranche focussed on agricultural 

reforms proposing a fund with corpus of Rs.1 lakh crore to develop 

agriculture infrastructure projects at farm-gate and support logistics 

aggregation points like FPOs and co-operative societies. iv. The fourth 

tranche of relief packagesubstantially emphasized privatization with its 

focus on defense, space, power, aviation, atomic, and mineral. Some of 

the measures under this tranche proposed privatization of power 

departments and distribution companies in U.T.s, auction of six airports 

on private-public partnership mode, invitation to private sector to bid for 

50 coal blocks and undertake exploration activities, increase in FDI limit 

to 74% from 49% under automatic route in defence manufacturing.  

 

2. PM Garib Kalyan Yojna (PMGKY) Package – The government’s 

PMGKY provided an insurance cover of Rs. 50 lakhs for below poverty 

line (BPL) families. Also, the cover was available for health workers 

associated with government hospitals and healthcare centres of States as 

well as Centre treating COVID 19 patients. The health workers 
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comprised of all ward-boys, nurses, technicians, specialists, paramedics, 

doctors, ASHA workers, and safai karamcharis. Besides this, government 

provided relief to construction workers by directing the states to use 

Building and Construction Workers Welfare Fund for this purpose. 

Additionally, free pulses, and wheat for three months, and free LPG 

cylinders were distributed to BPL families under this scheme besides 

monetary benefits during first lockdown in the country.  

 

3. Emergency Credit Line Guarantee Scheme (ECLGS)- was launched 

in May 2020 as a part of AtmaNirbhar Bharat package for MSMEs to 

mitigate the distressing impact of COVID-19 on them. The scheme since 

then has extended in phases such that it ends in March 2023 now and is 

also applicable to hospitality and related enterprises as well. The scheme 

provided an additional credit of up to 20% on their overall outstanding 

credit as on February 2020, to the borrowers. This scheme provided 

100% guarantee coverage to the Member Lending Institutions (MLI), 

Banks, NBFCs, Financial Institutions, hospitals/nursing 

homes/clinics/medical colleges. Further, this scheme increased the access 

and availability of additional funding to MSMEs and MUDRA 

borrowers. It offers a loan tenure of five years to its borrowers, and caps 

interest rates at 14% for NBFCs and 9.25% for banks and FIs. 

 

4. Extended Partial Credit Guarantee Scheme (EPCGS)- was extended 

by the government to PSBs, public sector banks for (a) purchase of 

pooled assets with BBB+ rating or above and (b.) portfolio guarantee by 

PSBs for asset purchases of AA rated or below bonds/ CPs issued by 

MFIs/ NBFCs/ HFCs to address the short-term/temporary liquidity 

mismatches of otherwise solvent MFIs/ NBFCs/ HFCs. The objective of 

the scheme was to safeguard their interest by preventing them from 
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engaging in distress sale of their assets besides facilitating liquidity to 

them for on-lending. 

 

5. Credit Guarantee Trust for Micro and Small Enterprises 

(CGTMSE)–Though the scheme was formally launched on August 30, 

2000, it got revamped during the pandemic period to boost credit flow to 

the MSME sector. The scheme and its trust aims to provide bank credit 

sans the mandate for third party guarantees or collateral securities, 

particularly for first generation entrepreneurs in MSME sector to 

facilitate and support for their unit establishment. The fund provides 

comfort to the bankers by insuring against loan defaults of up to 75% of 

loan to the respective banks. The scheme offers 80% guarantee for 

MSME owned by women, and for credit and loans of up to Rs. 50 lakhs 

in NE region.  

 

6. Rural Infrastructure Development Fund (RIDF)- received an 

enhanced allocation of Rs.40,000 crore in 2021-22 from Rs.30,000 crore 

in 2019-20. The fund finances ongoing rural infrastructure projects which 

are supposed to be managed by NABARD. It was launched in 1995-96 by 

the government with an initial corpus of Rs. 2,000 crore aiming to 

facilitate loans to the State Governments and State-owned corporations so 

that they may complete ongoing rural infrastructure projects. These funds 

were provided by the government to the State on a year-to-year basis. The 

fund is supposed to be used for the government approved 37 eligible 

activities that can be classified under three broad categories, namely, 

social sector, rural connectivity, and agriculture and related sector. 

 

7. Production Linked Incentive (PLI) Scheme- was launched with the aim 

to position India as a global manufacturing hub by making her self-reliant 

in manufacturing for local and export markets. In essence, the scheme’s 
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objective is to boost domestic manufacturing and exports by bringing 

competition, and efficiency into domestic markets, building capacity, 

attracting investments, creating employment, and helping them to gain 

from economies of scale. The scheme was originally approved in April 

2020 and received revised allocation of Rs.1.97 lakh crores from 

FY2022. The scheme gives a 4-6% incentive for a period of five year to 

eligible manufacturing companies on incremental sales over the base-year 

of 2019-20. The scheme will benefit manufacturers from 13 sectors 

including electronics and technology, pharmaceuticals, IT hardware, 

software, telecom, large scale electronics manufacturing, automobiles, 

&auto components, textiles, white goods, high-efficiency solar PV 

modules, etc. It also invites foreign companies to set up their units in 

India.  

 

8. Reforms in public procurement, project management- The 

government initiated these reforms so that the projects may be executed, 

and timely payments be made when due to MSMEs. In contrast to the 

traditional L1 system which followed the lowest commercial bidding 

system, the reform allows alternative methods of quality-cum-cost based 

selection (QCBS) for contractor’s selection ensuring improved efficiency, 

enhanced transparency, and speed of execution of the projects.  

 

9. National Monetisation Pipeline- This scheme was launched by the 

government in August 2021 and developed by NITI Aayog as it estimated 

an aggregate monetization potential of Rs.6 lakh crores in the central 

government’ coreassets over a period of four years from FY 2022-25. The 

objective is to engage private sector in unlocking the value in brownfield 

projects of public sector for the creation of new infrastructure. Since 

NMP will be co-terminus with National Infrastructure Pipeline (NIP), 

asset monetization was linked with infrastructure creation. This scheme 
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allows for the transfer of revenue rights only to the private sector sans the 

ownership in the projects. The assets are supposed to be returned at the 

end of the contract, back to the public authorities. The instruments of 

NMP identified includes Public-Private Partnerships as well as 

Infrastructure Investment Trust (InvIT) which are like mutual funds 

pooling money and investing in infrastructure projects. This scheme is 

expected to improve ease of doing business particularly w.r.t contract 

enforcement besides creating employment during pandemic period. 

However, the program is restricted to the infrastructure sector related 

assets of Central Government and various associated CPSEs and not the 

state government assets.   

 

10. Special Liquidity Scheme for Non-bank Lenders- was announced in 

the FY 2020-21 to improve the liquidity position of Non-Banking 

Finance Companies (NBFCs), and Housing Finance Companies (HFCs), 

facilitated through partial credit guarantee scheme. The scheme proposed 

the establishment of special purpose vehicle (SPV) issuing special 

securities of Stressed Asset Fund (SAF) that would be guaranteed by the 

government and purchased by the RBI only. Its proceeds would be 

employed by SPV to purchase eligible NBFC/HFC’s debt of atleast 

investment grade of short duration. This mechanism aimed to address the 

liquidity constraints of eligible non-bank lenders as well as the liquidity 

measures of the government taken in this regard during first wave of 

pandemic. The direct financial implication of Rs.5 crores was estimated 

for the Central Government as a part of contribution to the SPV equity.  

 

11. Amendments in Income Tax Act 

i. Taxation of virtual digital assets (VDA)- The government levied a 

tax of 30% on income arising from the transfer of VDA without any 
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deduction for infrastructure costs incurred in the mining of any digital 

currency including cryptocurrency. Further, any loss incurred on any 

transfer of VDA transaction is not allowed to be set off against the 

income from transfer of another VDA. VDA comprises of 

cryptocurrencies, Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) and other digital 

assets. However, subject to certain conditions, the payer is liable to 

withhold taxes as TDS at 1% above a monetary threshold. 

ii. Bonus Stripping– The government extending the scope of anti-

avoidance provisions w.r.t bonus stripping included stocks, units of 

REITs, AIFs,InvITs, and shares besides mutual funds which were 

earlier also taxed. Bonus stripping is a process of buying shares of a 

company which is about to issue bonus shares after its announcement 

but before the record date. Post record date, when share price drops, 

the investors sell those shares and book a loss which is used to set-off 

against any other capital gain. Alternatively, if bonus share is sold 

after one year and investor makes profit, he/she can claim long term 

capital gain and ends up paying only 10% tax on the return, thereby 

reducing his/her tax liability by 20%. This reform blocks the tax 

planning opportunities of investors to set-off their losses against other 

capital gains.  

iii. Tax incentives forInternational Financial Services Centre (IFSC)- 

In this, the government exempts the income of non-residents earned 

from transfer of OTC derivatives or offshore derivative instruments 

(ODI) with Offshore Banking Unit (OBU) in IFSC. Further, the 

government also offered exemption to the income of NRIs earned 

from securities/funds portfolio managed by IFSC based portfolio 

manager, in an account maintained in IFSC with an OBU. However, 

that income must be earned outside India. This exemption was offered 

with the aim to attract global asset managers to set up their base and 
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run their operations from IFSC. In another tax reform related to IFSC, 

the government taking cue from the success of aircraft leasing 

business in IFSC provided similar tax exemptions for ship leasing 

business in IFSC. But the ship leasing business must begin their 

operation before March 31, 2024.  

iv. In the aftermath of first wave, the government eased digital filling of 

income tax and GST returns.  

12. The government launched and extended the dates of its two tax-filling 

schemes namely “Vivaad se Vishwaas” for direct taxes and 

“SabkaVishwaas” for indirect taxes in the wake of COVID induced crisis. 

 

13. Post offices to be connected to the core banking system (CBS)- The 

government announced the connection of all 1.5 lakh Post Office 

branches to the CBS system enabling the far wide facilitation of facilities 

like net banking, mobile banking, and ATMs besides enabling financial 

inclusion.  

 

14. Digital Banking Units (DBUs) – The government also proposed the 

setting up of 75 DBUs by Scheduled Commercial Banks (SCBs) in 75 

districts of India. DBUs aims to facilitate digital banking to a large 

customer base.  

 

15. Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC)- The government announced 

in its budget of 2022 that RBI will be launching nation’s own indigenous 

digital currency to give boost to the digital economy. This step came in 

the wake of COVID-19 induced pandemic boosting the use of digital and 

contactless payment methods like UPI and wallets paving the way for 

digital banking in a big way. 
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16. Sovereign Green Bonds- Government announced the issuance of 

sovereign green bonds with the aim to scale up the utility scale power 

plants in renewable sectors like wind and solar energy. The proceeds of 

the issuance will be used in public sector projects particularly green 

infrastructure projects which would assist in reducing carbon intensity of 

the economy. The projects may include renewable energy related 

manufacturing, clean transportation such as EVs, and green buildings 

among others. 

 

17. PM Development Initiative for North East Region (PM-DevINE) – 

With the objective of financing development infrastructure and social 

development projects in NE region, the government launched PM-

DevINE with an initial allocation of Rs.1500 crore. This scheme is to be 

implemented through North-East (NE) Council and itaims to facilitate 

employment opportunities for youth and women in NE region. Some of 

its projects include ‘Bamboo Link Roads’ in Mizoram, Construction of 

Aizawl By-pass for Rs.500 crore, on western side, establishment of 

Dedicated Services for “Management of Paediatric and Adult 

Hematolymphoid Cancers” in NE states, gap funding for eco-friendly 

cable car, from Dhapper to Bhaleydhunga in South Sikkim, gap funding 

for passenger ropeway system for Pelling to Sanga-Choeling in West 

Sikkim, etc. 

 

18. Scheme for Financial Assistance to States for Capital Investment – 

The government as a part of Aatmanirbhar Bharat scheme, offered a 

special interest free 50-year loan of Rs. 15000 crores to states, 

exclusively for capital expenditure. An additional sum of Rs.5000 crore 

was earmarked for asset monetization/disinvestment for the State 

governments.  The aim was to increase capital expenditure by the state 

https://www.nextias.com/current-affairs/02-11-2021/destination-northeast-india-festival
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governments during the pandemic period. The capital expenditure 

projects financed under this scheme included diverse projects from varied 

sectors such as health, urban development, rural development, irrigation, 

power, water supply, transport, and education. 

MONETARY POLICY REFORMS 

This section deals with examining the reaction of monetary policy to the 

pandemic period. Since March 2020, India witnessed more than 100 measures 

in total, some conventional and others unconventional addressing the pandemic-

triggered constraints and dislocations at system level as well as sector, and 

institutions specific sectors. Conventional measures such as reduction in policy 

rates were provided while unconventional measures like LTRO, long-term repo 

operations and TLTROs targeted long-term repo operations were facilitated to 

augment the liquidity in the economy. The specific measures and schemes 

introduced during pandemic period by the regulators of the financial market of 

India have been described in detail as below: 

1. Liquidity Management Operations- RBIimmediately infused liquidity 

into the pandemic affected economy during the first wave in India, 

reduced its repo rate (rate which RBI charges from banks for lending 

funds to them) by 115 bps in two phases. To facilitate anchor for the 

evolving money market rates along with long-term rates during that 

period, RBI also reduced its reverse repo rate (rate at which banks deposit 

their surpluses with RBI) by 115 bps. RBI also reduced CRR by one 

percentage point freeing bank’s resources to the tune of Rs. 1.37 lakh 

crore besides increasing the access to liquidity directly for the banking 

institutions under MSF (marginal standing facility) by close to Rs. 1.37 

lakh crore. On the other hand, unconventional measures like LTROs and 

TLTROs were undertaken to reduce bank’s cost of funds, facilitating 

liquidity besides influencing long-term interest rate more efficiently and 
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directly. On-tap TLTROs were also extended to the banks to provide for 

the liquidity for deployment in commercial papers, corporate bonds, bank 

loans to specific sectors and non-convertible debentures.  

A special liquidity facility for mutual funds (SLFMF) was announced 

by the RBI for mutual fund (MF) industry when they were staring at 

liquidity challenge due to redemption pressures from investors that also 

led to closure of some debt MFs. This facility was also extended to all the 

banks as they were instrumental in meeting the liquidity requirements of 

MFs. Additionally, RBI launched a refinancing window for AIFIs (All 

India Financial Institutions) of Rs. 50,000 crores in April 2020 to address 

the small institution-specific and sector specific liquidity constraints. This 

additional facility was provided to AIFIs like SIDBI, NHB, and 

NABARD when the liquidity management initiatives of RBI encountered 

risk-aversions among banks that prevented them from extending the 

liquidity to troubled entities.  

Asset Purchases by RBI using G-SAP- In the first half of 2021-22, using 

secondary market (G-SAP), Government securities acquisition 

programme, RBI engaged in asset purchases that directly impacted the 

yields as it involved upfront commitment on the amounts to be purchased.  

Special OMOs under GSAP 2.0- For the first time, RBI conducted a 

simultaneous sale and purchase of G-Secs under OMO, Open Market 

Operations under G-SAP 2.0 for a sum total of Rs. 15000 crores. This 

was undertaken to facilitate monetary policy by distributing liquidity 

across the yield curve more evenly. In this, RBI purchased three G-secs 

of varied maturity dates and simultaneously sold three G-Secs of different 

maturities of the same amount and on the same day.RBI in total 

committed Rs. 2.2 lakh crores under G-SAP purchases. 

2. Other Monetary and Liquidity Measures: RBI through its consistent 

watch on the Indian financial system ensured congenial financial 
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conditions in the financial markets. RBI not only addressed the monetary 

and liquidity challenges but also attended to the dislocations in everyday 

activity, solvency concerns of the individual, businesses-small and large, 

and stress related to heightened fear of impending asset quality for banks 

and financial institutions. With this, RBI launched a series of regulatory 

measures such as loan moratorium, deferment of interest, asset 

classifications standstill, easing of working capital finance, reduction in 

LCR, liquidity coverage ratio requirements, restructuring of advances to 

MSMEs, and increase in group exposure norms, to name the few main 

measures. These measures helped in maintaining the resilience of the 

financial system and thereby for the economic recovery.  

Some countercyclical regulatory measures were also introduced by the 

RBI to provide further relief from stress to both individual borrowers and 

banking system. These measures included restrictions on banks from 

paying out dividend during pandemic period, revised risk weights for 

banks’ regulatory retailportfolio; and rationalisation of risk weights 

forindividual housing loans. These measures have been discussed in 

detail below: 

 

i.) Loan moratorium- RBI in order to provide relief to the people 

allowed moratorium facility i.e, deferment of EMI facility on their 

credit card and term loan (including agricultural term loans, retail 

and crop loans) repayment liabilities where instalments fall due 

between March 1, 2020 and May 31, 2020. Lending institutions 

including all commercial banks, co-operative banks, AIFIs, 

NBFCs, were directed by the RBI to facilitate a three month 

moratorium to all of their clients. In 2021during the second wave, 

RBI directed the lending institutions to allow second moratorium to 

their clients. In this, individual, MSMEs, and small business 
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borrowers having exposure aggregating upto Rs.25 crores, 

classified as standard as on March 31, 2021, and those who did not 

availed restructuring under any previous restructuring framework 

was eligible for second moratorium facility.  

ii.) Deferment of interest- Lending institutions were also permitted to 

defer interest recovery for working capital applications sanctioned 

in the form of overdraft/cash credit. However, the interest would be 

accrued and after the completion of this period, accumulated 

accrued interest rates shall be recovered immediately.  

iii.) Easing of working capital finance-RBI directed the lending 

institutions to recalculate the ‘drawing power’ post reducing the 

margins and /or post re-valuation of their working capital cycle for 

the benefit of those borrowers which have accessed working capital 

finance in the form of CC/OD and were facing financial distress 

due to pandemic. Moreover, accounts that were provided relief as 

per these measures will be subjected to subsequent supervisory 

review to justifiably account for their eligibility. 

iv.) Asset classifications standstill- RBI issued clarification for 

banking system and borrowers availing facilities of 

moratorium/deferment/recalculation of the ‘drawing power’ that 

the asset classification will be treated at standstill and not to be 

considered for downgrade. The facilities must not be treated as 

concession or in any way change in T&Cs of loan agreements 

owing to the financial distress of the borrowers. The determination 

of asset classification of term loans for the borrowers that were 

granted relief will be on the basis of revised payment schedule and 

revised due dates. Similar was the arrangement for working capital 

facilities where relief was provided, that asset classification will be 
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determined immediately after the completion of the deferment 

period as well as the revised terms.  

v.) Reduction in LCR, liquidity coverage ratio requirements- With 

the aim to provide relief to the lenders, RBI reduced LCR 

requirements from 100% to 80% of their total net cash outflows2. 

Simultaneously, however, the banks were directed to increase 

provisions against accounts that exhibited stress.   

vi.) Restructuring of advances to MSMEs- RBI implemented debt 

recast scheme for hard-hit segment of MSMEs. The scheme 

facilitated additional time for repayments, conversion of part of 

working capital into term credit, and more funding support. It 

allowed for restructuring of existing loans to MSMEs which were 

classified as MSMEs without a downgrade in their asset 

classification. 

vii.) Increase in group exposure norms- Group exposure limit is the 

maximum amount that a bank can lend to a particular business 

house. This limit was increased by the RBI in June 2021 from 25% 

to 30% with the aim to pre-empt the spill-over of financial distress 

being experienced by corporates/ business houses on the banking 

sector that can lead to a systemic risk. The pandemic period made 

it difficult for the business houses to raise capital from the financial 

market. 

 

                                                             
2 LCR – mandates banks to maintain a stock of HQLA, high quality liquid assets like short term G-Secs at 80% of 
their total net cash outflow for 30 days. This ensures that liquidity may be arranged by the banks during 
stressful times by selling these assets.  
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